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Style Guide
Because my app is a mobile app, I wanted it to have tiled information with each recipe being a tile.

I used a 18x9 grid because I wanted a single grid to accommodate all the tiles. Because these tiles are of varying length, I wanted a standard way to arrange them but still allow enough flexibility of dimensions.

Grid System

01 Splash screen (first time users)
Logo and information on what the app does. The small button at the bottom is the 'Proceed' button.

02 List of recipes
The rectangle on top is a textbox, next to which is the 'Cart' button. Beneath that is the 'Edit Cart' button. All the recipes are listed as tiles that people can later expand.

03 Filtered Recipes
Recipes will be filtered by the contents of the 'Cart'. The larger tiles are the quicker recipes.

04 Edit Cart
Users can edit the cart. Will bring up ingredient image, name and quantity.

05 Recipe Screen
Users can view the recipe. Unlimited scroll for the content.